Fast frequency modulations (FM) are an essential part of species-specific auditory signals in animals as well as in human speech. Major parameters characterizing non-periodic frequency modulations are the direction of frequency change in the FM sweep (upward/downward) and the sweep speed, i.e., the speed of frequency change. While it is well established that both parameters are represented in the mammalian central auditory pathway, their importance at the perceptual level in animals is unclear. We determined the ability of rats to discriminate between upward and downward modulated FM-tones as a function of sweep speed in a two-alternative-forcedchoice-paradigm. Directional discrimination in logarithmic FM-sweeps was reduced with increasing sweep speed between 20 and 1,000 octaves/s following a psychometric function. Average threshold sweep speed for FM directional discrimination was 96 octaves/s. This upper limit of perceptual FM discrimination fits well the upper limit of preferred sweep speeds in auditory neurons and the upper limit of neuronal direction selectivity in the rat auditory cortex and midbrain, as it is found in the literature. Influences of additional stimulus parameters on FM discrimination were determined using an adaptive testing-procedure for efficient threshold estimation based on a maximum likelihood approach. Directional discrimination improved with extended FM sweep range between two and five octaves. Discrimination performance declined with increasing lower frequency boundary of FM sweeps, showing an especially strong deterioration when the boundary was raised from 2 to 4 kHz. This deterioration corresponds to a frequency-dependent decline in direction selectivity of FM-encoding neurons in the rat auditory cortex, as described in the literature. Taken together, by investigating directional discrimination of FM sweeps in the rat we found characteristics at the perceptual level that can be related to several aspects of FM encoding in the central auditory pathway.
INTRODUCTION
Dynamic changes are among the most prominent stimulus features in naturally occurring acoustic signals. In particular, frequency modulations (FMs) are important elements of acoustic signaling in various species such as song birds (Marler 2004) , bats (Schnitzler and Kalko 2001) , monkeys (Moody et al. 1986; May et al. 1989) , and even rats (Sales and Pye 1974; Kaltwasser 1990) . In human speech, fast FM transients are particularly crucial for phonetic discrimination. Discriminating, for example, between the consonant-vowel syllables [da] and [ga] depends mainly on the slope of the initial time segment of the third formant, with a descending FM sweep in [da] and an ascending FM sweep in [ga] (Liberman and Mattingly 1989) .
Due to their importance in acoustic communication, the underlying neural representation of fast FM sweeps has been investigated in great detail in several mammalian species. Populations of neurons with preferences for FM sweep direction and/or specific ranges of sweep speeds were found at the cortical and subcortical level, e.g., in the rat (Møller 1969; Gaese and Ostwald 1995; Felsheim and Ostwald 1996; Ricketts et al. 1998; Zhang et al. 2003) , the cat (Whitfield and Evans 1965; Kelly and Whitfield 1971; Mendelson and Cynader 1985; Heil et al. 1992b) , or the ferret (Nelken and Versnel 2000) . The most interesting pattern found is a systematic representation of preferred sweep direction along the tonotopic gradient in the forebrain (low-frequency neurons preferring upward and high-frequency neurons preferring downward FMs), originally described by Heil in the chick (Heil et al. 1992a ) and recently also found in the rat (Zhang et al. 2003) . Topographic representations of sweep speed and sweep direction that were independent of tonotopy, on the other hand, were found in the mouse inferior colliculus (Hage and Ehret 2003) and in the cat auditory cortex (Mendelson et al. 1993) .
In spite of the numerous physiological studies, psychophysical data on the perception of FM components in these animal models are almost completely lacking. No data exist on the importance of stimulus parameters such as sweep speed or sweep direction for the perceptual discrimination of FM components. Only the fact, that animals have the ability for categorical discrimination of FM stimuli (upward vs. downward) was described for the Mongolian gerbil (Wetzel et al. 1998b ) and the rat (Mercado et al. 2005 ). This ability is impaired by right auditory cortex lesion (Wetzel et al. 1998a) .
The psychophysics of FM components and the importance of specific stimulus parameters was so far only investigated in detail in humans. Most of all, strong evidence supports the concept of two separate perceptual processing channels for upward and downward FM sweeps which might be the basis for directional discrimination (Gardner and Wilson 1979) . Further analysis was mostly done using FM stimuli with low sweep speeds (slow FM). It was found that discrimination of slow FMs is mainly limited by sweep range, not duration (Madden and Fire 1997) . Fast FM sweeps, on the other hand, with high sweep speed have larger sweep ranges (more than 10% of center frequency, well above frequency difference limen). Such fast FMs were used in this study. Their discrimination is mainly limited by FM sweep duration (Schouten 1985) . The question, if there is an advantage in detectability or discriminability for either upward or downward FMs remains controversial (Gardner and Wilson 1979; Cullen and Collins 1982; Dooley and Moore 1988; Madden and Fire 1997) . Moore and Sek (1998) , found no difference in discriminability in a well-controlled experiment.
As any systematic data on the psychophysics of FM direction discrimination in animals are lacking, the goal of this study was to determine the perceptual basis of FM discrimination in a laboratory animal, where psychophysical data can be related to the well investigated physiological basis. We choose the laboratory rat, as it is well suited to be trained in behavioral tasks. Techniques are available for the rat that might finally enable us to investigate the neuronal basis of auditory perception in experiments that combine behavioral testing and the recording of brain activity in parallel (Gaese and Ostwald 2003) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals
Five female Sprague-Dawley rats (supplied by inhouse breeding program, Animal care facilities, RWTH Aachen), weight range 240-260 g (i.e., around 3 months old) at the start of the study, were used. The rats were maintained at a shifted 12 hr light/dark cycle (lights on at 07.00 P.M.) and a restricted diet of standard laboratory chow that kept their weight at about 90% of free-feeding weight. Water was given ad libitum. Training was performed during the dark phase in sessions of about 50-60 min duration, 5 days a week. The care and use of the animals reported on in this study was according to the European Communities Council Directive of 24 November 1986 (86/609/EEC) and followed German federal regulations. Procedures of animal experimentation were approved by the Regierungspräsidium Kö ln (Germany).
Apparatus
The test apparatus was a modified standard rat home cage (32 Â 27 Â 19 cm) with a front wall that included the following elements: one central hole, where the animal started a trial with a nose poke and where it stayed during stimulus delivery; two peripheral holes, one to each side, where the animal indicated its choice (left, right) for a given discrimination with a nose poke; five headphone speakers (RP-HVT11, Panasonic, 20-22 kHz), three above the holes and two in between, that were used to deliver acoustic stimuli during training; 1 LED above the central hole (Bready-LED[) that indicated the possibility to initiate a new trial after the time-out between trials. Small amounts of sucrose solution (10% sucrose in water, initially 50 2l, during final testing about 5 2l per trial) were given as a reward through cannulae that were positioned inside the two peripheral holes. At the front of each hole there was a photoelectric cell which registered breaks in an infrared beam inside the hole.
The experimental cage was placed in a soundattenuating box (custom built). The chamber was completely dark most of the time, except when the Bready-LED[ came on that indicated that a new trial could be initiated. The animals were observed during training using an infrared video camera.
Acoustic stimulation
During final testing, acoustic stimuli were delivered from a central loudspeaker (EAS 10 TH 400A, Technics) located 12 cm above the animal's head. The frequency-response of this stimulus-generating system was essentially flat (+/ _ 6 dB) between 1 and 50 kHz and rolled of at 10 dB/octave beyond that. Measurements of the sound pressure level (SPL; in decibel re 20 2Pa) were obtained using a Bruel & K jaer 1/4 00 condenser microphone with preamplifier 2804 situated at the position of the rat's head. Stimulus intensity was adjusted to 60 dB SPL. Distortion components were not detectable at least 60 dB below the peak signal level. Background noise level during testing was around 10 dB SPL (measured several times).
FM tone stimuli were generated using System II and System 3 components from TDT (TDT, Gainsville, FL). Stimuli were calculated in an RP2 signal processor (sampling rate 100 kHz), attenuated (PA5) and then delivered to one of five possible loudspeakers using a SS1 signal switcher and a broad-band amplifier (WPA-600 Pro, Conrad Electronic, Germany).
In order to investigate FM perception in rats, logarithmic FM sweeps (i.e., log frequency changes linearly in time) were used in this study. They bear a close resemblance to the logarithmic frequency organization of the basilar membrane (for the rat: Mü ller 1991) and the central auditory pathway (Friauf 1992) , thereby resulting in similar FM sweep parameters across the range of frequencies examined. Most relevant for this study, logarithmic FM sweeps have perceptually Fconstant speed_: any octave is traversed in the same time as any other octave. Logarithmic FM sweeps were sometimes also called Fexponential FM_ (Mendelson et al. 1993; Felsheim and Ostwald 1996) .
Logarithmic FM sweeps (base 2) were presented with variable sweep speeds (10 to 1,000 octaves/s) and a frequency content in the range between 1,024 and 32,768 Hz. FM stimuli started and terminated with an appended constant frequency section during rise and decay time (5 ms) in order to prevent any interaction between frequency modulation and the onset or offset of the stimulus. One control experiment tested the influence of this appended constant frequency section on FM perception.
Training regimen
Animals were trained in a two-alternative-forcedchoice procedure (2AFC) to discriminate between upward and downward FM sweeps. Training was computer-controlled using custom-built software that interacted with the apparatus via a digital I/O-card (DT-340, Data Translation, Marlboro, MA) and controlled delivery of acoustic stimuli from the TDT system. (see above)
The responses of the rats were shaped in several steps. The first training program consisted of trials in which short series of acoustic stimuli were presented from the loudspeakers above the reward sites (random change of sides between trials). The animal turned off the series by collecting a reward from the site below the active loudspeaker. In the second training step, the rat first had to place its nose in the central hole and maintain it there for a brief delay. After that, the stimulus was delivered randomly from one side and the animal was rewarded in case of a correct choice. Premature withdrawal from the central hole (break error) or incorrect choice (fault error) resulted in a Btime out[ punishment and no food reward. Easy to discriminate FM tones (sweep speed 12 octaves/s) were introduced at the next stage. FM tones with upward sweep direction came from the left, FM tones with downward sweep direction came from the right loudspeaker, thereby associating the two different types of FM stimuli with the two different reward sites. To inhibit the animals from generating a side preference, stimuli were presented according to Gellermann (1933) with, for example, no more than three consecutive trials presenting a stimulus with the same FM direction. In the fourth training step, an increasing percentage of FM tones of different sweep direction were presented from the central loudspeaker. Finally, different FM tones with increasing sweep speeds up to 1,000 octaves/s (and increasing difficulty to differentiate) were presented from the central speaker only.
Behavioral testing procedures and estimate of thresholds
To start a trial in the testing paradigm, the animal was required to poke its nose into the central hole. After 350 ms (in some animals a randomized delay between 50 and 250 ms was used, but no general difference in the performance was obvious), an FM tone was presented from a loudspeaker right above the animal. To complete a correct trial the rat withdrew from the central hole and moved to one of the peripheral holes, to the left for upward FM and to the right for downward FM. The animal indicated its choice with a nose poke and received a reward if correct. After that the rat had to stay away from the three holes for 500 ms before a new trial could be initiated. Break and fault errors resulted now in a timeout of 5,000 ms. The animals were trained until they showed stable performance of discrimination and a break rate below 20%.
In the first part of the study, we used a 2AFC paradigm with the method of constant stimuli to obtain the animals' psychometric function for discriminating FM tones of different sweep speeds (20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 120, 200 , 500, 1,000 octaves/s) according to their sweep direction (up/down). Different sweep speeds were presented in random succession. A psychometric function based on 100 trials per sweep speed and direction was constructed at the completion of nine sessions.
Threshold sweep speed was calculated by fitting logistic curves as psychometric functions to the data with sweep speed being represented on a log scale. Curve fitting was performed using the LevenbergMarquardt algorithm (SigmaPlot curve-fitting software, SPSS, Chicago, IL) with slope and upper limit being free parameters in the nonlinear least-squares fit. Two different thresholds were determined from the psychometric functions: first, the threshold at 75% performance (hit rate 0.75) was determined. Second, the inflection point of the psychometric function was determined as a threshold, which is also the middle between top and bottom level of performance.
In the second part of the study we used a 2AFC paradigm with an adaptive method to obtain the animals' thresholds for different variations of the basic stimulus (varied in frequency content and sweep range). Adaptive methods vary the test parameter based on the observer's previous response. They are fast and efficient, as most parameter values are presented close to threshold. Only the threshold is determined directly by the procedure, not the whole psychometric function. We used a method (BBest PEST[, best parameter estimation by sequential testing) that selects the next stimulus by applying a maximum likelihood approach (Lieberman and Pentland 1982; Hulse 1995) . The test value for a trial is selected based on information gathered in all previous trials. Best PEST assumes a logistic distribution as the family of models for which maximum likelihood fits are sought and is more similar to standard QUEST than to traditional PEST techniques (Pokorny 1998). A prerequisite is a known general form of the psychometric function. The procedure was terminated when 90% confidence was reached for the current test value (interval included T2 additional values) being the actual threshold. In most cases, however, animals reached 95% confidence.
Rats were trained for each new set of stimuli until they showed stable performance. Then, the threshold estimation was repeated twice for each stimulus configuration. We tested FM stimuli of three different sweep ranges and four different lower frequency boundaries. Note that changing lower frequency boundary for a given sweep range means changing center frequency and upper frequency boundaries in parallel. Lower frequency boundary is given as the relevant stimulus parameter, as this is most probably the limiting factor for perception in this case (see Discussion) . Acquired values were compared in a three-factor ANOVA (two replicates) of a fractional factorial design with the factors of animal (four animals), lower frequency boundary of the FM (four values: 1024, 2048, 4096, and 8192 Hz) , and FM sweep range (three values: 2, 3, or 5 octaves). Some combinations in the analysis were missing as FM stimuli with a sweep range of 5 octaves were only tested at a lower frequency boundary of 1024 Hz (three combinations missing), and the 3-octave FM sweeps were not tested with a lower frequency boundary of 8192 Hz (one combination missing). Due to these missing combinations, the interaction between sweep range and lower frequency boundary could not be tested in the ANOVA. Statistical analysis was done using the statistics software JMP (Version 4.0; SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). Multiple comparisons of group means were performed using TukeyKramer honestly significant difference (HSD) test (P G 0.05).
RESULTS
The ability of rats to discriminate between upward and downward FM sweep direction depending on sweep speed was determined in five animals using a 2AFC paradigm with the method of constant stimuli. FM stimuli were presented from a loudspeaker above the animals. Psychometric functions were determined using wide-ranging logarithmic FM sweeps of five octaves (1,024 to 32,768 Hz) with 13 different sweep speeds between 20 and 1,000 octaves/s (logarithmic spacing). The duration of the frequencymodulated part in the stimuli was between 250 and 5 ms, respectively.
Well-trained animals that showed stable discrimination performance were tested in daily sessions that lasted up to 60 min (Fig. 1) . Rats performed during these sessions on average around 700 trails (includ-ing hits, fault and break errors). They were allowed to initiate trials at their own speed, thereby performing usually at a constantly high level of trial frequency for about 50 to 60 min. The rats' ability to discriminate stimuli was in most cases high even when trial frequency was low at the beginning or end of the session.
Individual psychometric functions showing the ability to discriminate between upward and downward FM sweep direction depending on sweep speed are shown in Figure 2 . The five rats were tested until at least 200 discrimination decisions per sweep speed were acquired. This took up to nine sessions of testing. The slope part of the psychometric function was located in the range between 50 and 500 octaves/s for all animals. Individual differences are most obvious in the upper boundary of performance at low sweep speeds. Average hit rates at these easy to discriminate sweep speeds varied between 0.78 (rat N) and 0.94 (rat L), probably indicating different levels of non-perceptual influences such as general motivation between animals. The psychometric function in one animal (rat P) had a clearly shallower slope than the others. An average psychometric function based on data from all five animals is shown in Figure 3 . Note the logarithmic representation of FM sweep speed in auditory perception that leads to a symmetrical psychometric function and a good fit to the performance data on a log scale.
The 0.75-threshold values for FM direction discrimination were between 88 and 118 octaves/s (Fig. 2) , the threshold derived from the average psychometric function was 96 octaves/s (Fig. 3) . These values are the ones that can be compared to the thresholds determined in the second part of this study using the Best PEST adaptive procedure. An important factor limiting the ability to discriminate fast FM tones is presumably the duration of the FM. The respective duration of the five-octave frequency modulation at this threshold was 52 ms. An alternative threshold can be determined from the inflection point of the psychometric function (i.e., halfway between maximal performance and chance level), thereby taking into account the limiting influence of general, nonsensory factors such as attention or general motivation on the psychometric function. The average threshold determined this way was at a sweep speed of 136 octaves/s (respective length of FM sweep 37 ms).
Influences of different stimulus parameters on the discrimination thresholds were investigated in a second set of experiments following the determination of basic psychometric functions. Determining the form of the psychometric function was an important prerequisite to test in a very efficient way the influence of additional parameters that limit discrimination performance. We used an adaptive procedure of threshold estimation in this part of the study (Best PEST) and collected data from four of the five animals that had participated in the first part.
One animal was not able to provide stable results for adaptive threshold estimation, especially when the discrimination became harder (small FM excursion, high frequency range). The procedure relies on a stable performance of 0.75 hit rate at a presumed threshold level for several trials. This seems to be a critical demand on animals that is hard to fulfill. However, after introducing a new set of stimuli for threshold estimation animals needed usually only few (2-3) training sessions until they had reached stable performance.
First, we compared thresholds determined from the psychometric functions (i.e., using the method of constant stimuli) to adaptively estimated thresholds from the Best PEST-procedure for stimuli of the same sweep range (1,024-32,768 Hz) with varying sweep speed (Fig. 4) . Adaptively estimated thresholds were in all cases at higher sweep speeds (i.e., FM discrimination was better) than the ones determined from psychometric functions (mean 151.3 octaves/s compared to 96 octaves/s, respectively), although most animals needed only few training sessions until showing stable performance.
Stimuli of varying sweep range (two and three octaves in addition to the five-octave stimulus) and frequency content (lower frequency boundary 1,024; 2,048; 4,096 and 8,192 Hz) were tested after that in randomized order. Thresholds were determined for all possible stimulus types (i.e combinations of sweep range and lower frequency boundary) with an upper frequency boundary of up to 32,768 Hz (two octaves above 1,024; 2,048; 4,096; and 8192 Hz; three octaves above 1,024; 2,048 and 4,096 Hz). For each stimulus type, we first trained the animals until showing stable performance. Then, two thresholds per stimulus configuration were determined in two sessions. (F 3,55 = 46.8, P G 0.0001), we found no significant interaction of this parameter with the stimulus-related parameters (lower frequency boundary, sweep range) tested (P 9 0.31, interaction-term removed for further analysis).
Animal
Significant influences on threshold sweep speed were also found in this ANOVA for the FM stimulus parameters sweep range (F 3,55 = 58.0, P G 0.0001, Fig. 5 ) and lower frequency boundary (F 3,55 = 78.7, P G 0.0001, Fig. 6 ). Discrimination improved (i.e., threshold sweep speeds were significantly increased) for stimuli with larger sweep range, as revealed by multiple comparisons (Fig. 5) . One has to keep in mind that extended sweep range is accompanied by a strong increase in the temporal duration of the FM stimulus. The influence of the lower frequency boundary of FM stimuli (Fig. 6 ) was characterized by a significant deterioration in discrimination (i.e., decrease in threshold sweep speed) when the lower frequency boundary was raised from 2 to 4 kHz or higher (P G 0.05, Tukey-Kramer HSD test). This indicated an advantage of FM stimuli with frequency content in the low frequency range for FM discrimination performance.
The influence of the detailed structure of the FM stimuli on threshold estimation was investigated in a final experiment. FM stimuli used in both parts of this study had a central frequency-modulated part (sweep) with an appended constant frequency (CF) section during stimulus rise and fall time (5 ms). This was done in order to prevent any interaction between the (in some cases rather short) frequency modulation and stimulus on-and offset. The CF-part, on the other hand, might have been used by the animals to solve the discrimination task by simply comparing the start frequency with the stop frequency in the stimulus. This possibility was tested by determining in Best PEST-procedures the threshold sweep speed for discrimination performance of FM stimuli with CF-part and of FM stimuli without CF-part. Fiveoctave FM sweeps (1,024-32,767 Hz) were used in both cases. The usual range of sweep speeds was presented in the adaptive procedure (see Methods). Mean threshold sweep speeds for FM discrimination were comparable to the data shown above. With the thresholds for FM stimuli without CF-part being on average only 1.25 octaves/s higher, discrimination performance was not significantly different between these two types of stimuli (Paired t -test, n.s.).
DISCUSSION
Investigating the psychoacoustics of FM discrimination in an animal model, the rat, was mainly motivated by the need for data at the perceptual level that can be related to the well investigated underlying physiological mechanisms of neuronal FM encoding. The perception of sweep directions in FM stimuli probably depends on neurons that specifically encode the directions and/or sweep speeds of FM stimuli in the mammalian brain. Such neurons at the level of the auditory cortex are especially important. This is indicated by the fact that FM discrimination depends on their functional integrity (Kelly and Whitfield 1971; Wetzel et al. 1998a ). In addition, an auditory cortical structure that specifically processes FM stimuli or Fspectral motion_ was described in humans (Thivard et al. 2000; Behne et al. 2005) .
In the rat, large proportions of FM encoding neurons were found in auditory cortex (Gaese and Ostwald 1995; Ricketts et al. 1998; Zhang et al. 2003) and inferior colliculus (Felsheim and Ostwald 1996) . Specific response properties of these neurons correspond well to properties of discrimination performance at the behavioral level, as they are described in this study. Several neuronal characteristics can be related to the deteriorating sweep speed-dependent FM discrimination performance between 60 and 300 octaves/s (see Fig. 3 ): first, the distribution of preferred FM sweep speeds in neurons at the cortical level has a maximum at 70 octaves/s and an upper steep slope between 100 and 500 octaves/s (Zhang et al. 2003) . Second, the upper slope of the distribution of preferred FM sweep speeds at the level of the inferior colliculus has a maximum at around 65 octaves/s and an upper 90%-limit at around 400 octaves/s (Felsheim and Ostwald 1996) . Finally, the upper limit of neuronal selectivity for sweep direction matches the upper limit for FM direction discrimination in rats, which might be even more relevant for this perceptual task: directional selectivity is strong around 70 octaves/s in rat auditory cortical neurons and is limited to sweep speeds below 200 to 500 octaves/s depending on the measure used (Zhang et al. 2003) .
Additional factors that limit FM directional discrimination in rats were described in the second part of this study. An influence of FM sweep range (varied between two and five octaves) was shown, with increasing FM sweep range facilitating directional discrimination. Both factors, sweep speed and sweep range are directly related to the temporal duration of the FM sweep. This is most probably the one FM parameter that is limiting discrimination in fast FM sweeps. Duration can either be increased by increasing FM sweep range or by decreasing sweep speed. Both types of increase in duration lead to an improvement in FM discrimination, as has already been shown in humans (Cullen and Collins 1982; Schouten 1985) .
FM directional discrimination also improved with decreasing lower frequency boundary of FM sweeps, with an especially strong improvement, when the lower frequency boundary of FM stimuli was lowered from 4 to 2 kHz. Note, that exactly the same pattern would have been produced related to center frequency or upper frequency boundary of the FM sweep, only shifted towards slightly higher frequency values. Several lines of evidence can possibly explain the pattern. A first possibility would be the influence of auditory threshold. While the pattern found cannot be simply related to general hearing sensitivity, as the rat is up to 15 dB more sensitive in the range between 4 and 32 kHz compared to the range below 4 kHz (Kelly and Masterton 1977) , frequencydependent changes in audibility might have an effect. The steep auditory threshold between 1 and 8 kHz (around 10 dB/octave) might induce a gradient in loudness along the frequency axis that would enhance FM directional discrimination. The strong drop in FM discrimination performance between 2 and 4 kHz found in this study could then be related to the fact that only FM stimuli with 1 or 2 kHz lower frequency boundary swept to greater extend through the frequency range below 8 kHz, whereas stimuli with 4 kHz-lower frequency boundary did not. As a second possibility, the effects might be caused by differences in selectivity of auditory neurons along the frequency axis. Among them are frequency-dependent differences in the width of frequency response areas in the periphery (el Barbary 1991). Rather broad frequency response areas of lowfrequency neurons could explain improved FM discrimination in the low-frequency range only. Additional characteristics might be caused by frequency-specific interactions of excitation and inhibition at the cortical level (Zhang et al. 2003) .
Any of the frequency-dependent mechanisms for FM discrimination described so far should not only be obvious at the behavioral level, but also in the encoding of FM stimuli at higher levels of the central auditory pathway. The pattern there can be seen as the combined result of all different kinds of frequencydependent effects along the ascending auditory pathway. Fortunately, good data on encoding of FM sweeps in the rat auditory cortex are provided by a recent study (Zhang et al. 2003) . They found direction selectivity to be weak in the intermediate frequency range between 8 and 16 kHz, but good with a preference for upward FM below that range and also good with preference for downward FM at higher frequencies. Thus, the pattern of FM encoding along the frequency axis at the cortical level can explain the deteriorated direction discrimination in the intermediate frequency range. It would, however, predict good discrimination also above 8 kHz, which we did not find. Moreover, other electrophysiological studies found no indication of such a frequency-specific reduction in neuronal direction selectivity in the rat (Felsheim and Ostwald 1996; Ricketts et al. 1998) .
The deteriorated discrimination performance at frequencies above 4 kHz might, as a third explanation, suggest that FM directional discrimination relies on a temporal code derived from phase-locking, which is only available below 4 kHz. The importance of this mechanism in addition to a place code has been a matter of debate in human psychophysics for a long time. Most of the studies using slow FM sweeps (see Introduction) found either no evidence for a temporal mechanism (Madden and Fire 1997; Moore and Sek 1998) or just small indications (Sek and Moore 2000). Investigations using fast FM sweep speeds, comparable to this study, tested only in the frequency range below 3 kHz. In summary, any of the possible mechanisms presented here might add to the perceptual advantage in the low frequency range. Determining the underlying mechanisms for fast FM discrimination in general is necessary before the limiting factors can be specified in more clearly.
Fast frequency modulations (FM) are major components of behaviorally relevant signals, such as species-specific vocalizations. In rats, especially one type of vocalization (B50-kHz vocalizations[) has prominent frequency-modulated parts. These vocalizations consist of individual frequency-modulated calls up to 65 ms duration in the frequency range between 35 and 70 kHz (Kaltwasser 1990) . Behaviorally, these vocalizations are related to playful behavior in juvenile rats (Knutson et al. 1998) , they can be driven by social contact, and were related to behavioral states of reward anticipation (Brudzynski and Pniak 2002) . Transient components include upward and downward FM components with sweep speeds up to 40-50 octaves/s. This is well in the range of good directional discrimination performance, as it was determined in this study. While in rats it can only be assumed that these FM components are bearing important information, this has been investigated in detail in other species. One of the most intriguing example comes from auditory mate recognition in penguins (Aubin 2004). King penguins (Aptenodytes patagonicus) returning to the colony find their mate among thousands of vocalizing conspecifics using a display call with individually distinctive features. Recognition is mainly based on the FM profile (direction, slope) of the call, in particular its initial inflection (Lengagne and Aubin 2000) .
The methods of training and threshold determination applied in this study were in some ways not following the usual approach of psychoacoustical experiments in rodents. Regarding the training procedure, we made use of a positive reinforcement schedule (reward) for psychophysical threshold estimation. This had previously been used only in few cases in the rat (e.g., Talwar and Gerstein 1998) as compared to the traditionally used fear-conditioning procedures of negative reinforcement (Kelly and Masterton 1977; Heffner and Heffner 1985) . As an advantage, positive reinforcement procedures, especially if they are combined with self-initiated trials by the animal, can lead to rather high trial numbers per daily session (500 to 1500 trials). Perceptual testing on vision in primates commonly takes advantage of this (e.g., Mandon and Kreiter 2005). Large trial numbers are a necessary prerequisite when trying to directly relate perceptual performance to its underlying neuronal functions in combined experiments (Salzman and Newsome 1994).
As a possible disadvantage, however, positive reinforcement might be seen as less demanding compared to fear-conditioning. This might have been the cause for the less than optimal hit rates at low FM sweep speeds in some animals (e.g., Rat N in Figure 2 ). Such upper levels of performance being clearly below 100% can be found sometimes in animal investigations (Schmidt 1995). Only rat N showed a small response bias at slow sweep speeds, that was a partial cause of that. The main cause was some nonperceptual effect, presumably related to the general level of motivation. As a result, thresholds might have been slightly underestimated. Because of that, thresholds at the inflection point of the psychometric function (i.e., in the middle between minimum and maximum hit rate) are given for comparison. They take into account the reduced maximal performance of the animals (Schmidt 1995) and are indeed slightly higher. These thresholds should be well comparable to thresholds determined on a negative reinforcement schedule. Interestingly, threshold sweep speeds determined in the adaptive procedure that tracks a hit rate of 0.75, were even higher than the two types of threshold estimates from psychometric functions (range 140-165, mean 151.3 octaves/s). The described influences of sweep range and lower frequency boundary on discrimination performance are not confound by the possible underestimation. They are based on relative changes in threshold sweep speed and were measured using the adaptive procedure only, i.e., under constant conditions and at a very short time-scale.
Besides the method of training also the procedure for stimulus presentation that we applied was unusual, as psychoacoustical investigations in animals do not use very often 2AFC procedures. The 2AFC procedures have the advantages of providing a criterion-free measure of detectability (Penner 1995) and an unambiguous response categorization (Hulse 1995), but confront the animal with a much
